CALIBRATION LABELS

ID Label produces millions of labels annually for major hospitals and healthcare networks, leading biomedical and clinical engineering organizations, world-renown educational institutions and leading pharmaceutical companies.

ID Label’s Turnkey Labeling Solutions Include:

- Custom label design and consultation at no extra charge
- 20-step quality assurance production process
- Digital production proofs
- Sequential number tracking and database management, if applicable

Our labels and tags allow you to meet requirements for virtually all international quality standards, including ISO, ANSI/ASQC and JCAHO.

Label Options and Applications

Labels and tags can be produced in a wide variety of colors and formats to satisfy a broad range of applications, including:

- Equipment inspection labels
- Equipment calibration labels
- Preventative maintenance labels
- Tamper-evident/destructible labels
- Void seal labels
- Safety labels
- Labels with laminated covers to withstand cleaning solutions
- Barcode labels with sequential numbering
- Asset tags and I.D. labels
- Labels with logos, graphics, multiple colors

Our standard calibration labels are designed for GMP (Good Manufacturing Practices) and industry standards requirements for equipment calibration and identification.